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“Science Evangelist” delivers Convocation on technology
Celeste Hall
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Lauded as a “Science
Evangelist,” Ainissa Ramirez gave
a convocation in the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel on Tuesday
titled “Technology’s Unexpected
Consequences.”
The event began with a prelude by Lecturer of Music and
University Organist Kathrine
Handford, who played “Prelude
and Fugue in G Major” by Johann
Sebastian Bach on the chapel’s
organ. Next, Junior Christian
Vallery performed “Sechs kleine
Klavierstücke, Op. 19” by Arnold
Schoenberg on the piano.
The audience was welcomed
by Walter Schober Professor
of Environmental Studies and
Professor of Geology Marcia
Bjornerud.
Bjonerud also introduced the
headliner, Ainissa Ramirez, Ph.D.,
describing her as a “real life Ms.
Frizzle without the child endangerment.”
Ramirez, a material scientist
and author, has given many talks
around the country, including a
TED Talk where she demonstrated
the fascinating qualities of memory wire. Memory wire is flexible
and can be twisted in an infinite
number of ways but when heated
will always revert back to its original shape. Ramirez explained that
this is due to the special way that
the wire’s atoms transform.
The wire demonstration had
two purposes. First, it showed the
audience the amazing materials
that impact our daily lives without
our even knowing it. Memory wire
is used in robots, bras and even
braces.
It was also meant to prove
that
Science,
Technology,
Engineering and Math (STEM)
education can be fun and exciting.
Ramirez argued that there needs
to be more scientists and STEM
education, because STEM thinking

In her talk, “Technology’s Unexpected Consequences,” Ainissa Ramirez used examples to illustrate how technology has influenced us.
Photo by David Baldwin.

creates a generation of problem
solvers that the world desperately
needs.
According to Ramirez, technology is a force that shifts the
world in both positive and negative ways. While humans change
technology, it also changes us. As
Ramirez put it, “You are created by
your creation.”
Ramirez has published several books. These include “Save Our
Science,” an appeal to better STEM
education in the United States,
and “Newton’s Football,” which
is described as an exploration of
“the unexpected science behind
America’s Game, from why wood-

peckers don’t get concussions to
why coaches act like primates
when it comes to risk.”
In her talk, Ramirez used the
history of football as an example
of human behavior being changed
by technology. The introduction
of face guards on football helmets
actually resulted in a “weaponization of the helmet,” leading to
more concussions than before.
Ramirez emphasized that
you do not have to be a typical scientist to be an inventor. As
proof, she explained the history of
the telegraph. Samuel F. T. Morse,
the inventor of the telegraph and
the namesake of Morse Code, was

an American artist and portrait
painter. Sad circumstances in his
life led him to pursue the creation
of an instant communication network. The result of this pursuit,
the telegraph, became the foundation for the radio, television,
telephones and internet that we
enjoy today.
Another example of technology that changed us was the
light bulb, pioneered by Thomas
Edison.
Ramirez posited that among
other things, the light bulb actually made us taller than generations before due to the blue light
in bulbs, which is similar to ele-

ments in sunlight that tell our
brains to grow.
Ramirez reminded the audience that there is always a cost
to technology. Each individual
smartphone requires 64 elements to make, dozens more than
computers of the past. This need
creates industries of mining and
manufacturing that damage the
earth and lead to human hardship elsewhere. For Ramirez, the
conclusion is clear: “We have a
power with technology but also a
responsibility.”
Ramirez’s talk concluded
with a brief question and answer
session with the audience.

day was Christine Lapka, who
presented on music therapy and
how it can influence music education. Music therapy in education
is about rewarding a student with
being able to play music, when the
goal of music education is usually just to teach students about
music. Lapka also discussed how
repetitive songs can help students
build cognitive skills.
Margaret Jenks ‘93 gave the
second presentation, “Planning
for
Inclusion:
Designing
Comprehensive Outcomes for
Diverse Learners,” in which she
talked about inclusion in the
classroom and meeting the needs
of each student. During this presentation she used members of
the audience to demonstrate how

she would incorporate different
levels of difficulty into one activity
so that every student could participate and have their needs met.
Next, “Teaching Hip Hop in
the Music Classroom” was presented by Anthony Cao. “
I enjoyed the interactive
nature of the session, the many
applications of teaching hip hop,
and the discussions which it
can lead to in a classroom,” said
sophomore Jonathan Ibach, who
helped coordinate this event. Cao
had attendees practice his method
of having small groups of students
freestyle to a beat using simple
rhymes to take some of the pressure off of them while allowing
students to learn how to express
themselves.

The final presentation of the
day, “Teaching Music in Chicago
Public Schools,” was given by
Nestor Dominiguez ‘14 and Sarah
Buksa ‘14. They both talked about
their experiences teaching in the
Chicago Public Schools system and
how they found jobs and student
teaching positions. Ibach ‘20 said
that “sharing their struggles, triumphs, and thoughts was a great
way to inspire current Lawrence
students!”
One major change that differentiated this Music Education
Symposium from past ones was
that it was not held at Björklunden.
“This was the first time that
we hosted an event like this on
campus in Appleton,” stated Ibach.
“Doing this allowed us to bring

in more presenters, providing
more programming and sparking
more discussions.” Changing the
location to Appleton also allowed
more students to attend.
One of NAFME’s goals
for future Music Education
Symposiums is to make them
accessible to a wider audience.
Increasing advertising efforts
and contacting local teachers
and students at other colleges in
Wisconsin farther ahead of time
would make this event better.
“Be on the lookout for our
event next year” said Ibach. “We’re
going to try to make this event
even better, something that will
interest and apply to all

Music Education Symposium takes place on campus
Rikke Sponheim
Staff Writer

________________________

THIS

WEEK

To inform students about topics not normally covered in music
education courses, the Music
Education Symposium, “Beyond
the Classroom,” was hosted by the
National Association for Music
Educators (NAFME).
“Beyond the Classroom” featured several different speakers
who presented on topics such as
music therapy and embracing student diversity in Room 163 in the
Lawrence Conservatory of Music
from 9 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. on
Saturday, March 31.
The first presenter of the
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BIG PICTURE small space

Various alumni presented at the Music Education Symposium this past Saturday, March 31.
Photos by Emma Gilshannon.

Tweet of the Week
“Once again, I did not bite Beyoncè. I
only hungered for her as one hungers for
that which gives meaning to life”
@KimKierkegaard

World
India
At least seven people have died
amid caste protests that have
involved tens of thousands of
protesters across India. The
protesters are from the Dalit
caste, a group of citizens who
were previously labelled as
“untouchable.” They are protesting a Supreme Court order
that weakens a law designed
to protect lower caste groups.
The Scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribe (Prevention
of Atrocities) Act protected
Dalits by making discrimination against them a punishable
offense, but the court order
ends these legal obligations.
The court has been asked by
the federal government to
review its decision.

On Wednesday, in commemoration of the 50th anniversary of
the assassination of Reverend Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., the bell
in the cupola of Main Hall tolled
39 times at 6:01p.m. The lifelong
civil rights crusader and advocate
for racial equality was killed in
Memphis, Tennessee on April 4,
1968.
In an email sent to the Lawrence
community, President Mark
Burstein quoted from the speech
King delivered the night before his
death, “Let us rise up tonight with
a greater readiness. Let us stand
with a greater determination. And
let us move on in these powerful
days, these days of challenge to
make America what it ought to be.
We have an opportunity to make
America a better nation.”
Photo by Allegra Taylor

News

Compiled by Dannielle Konz
Ethiopa
After weeks of protest and uncertainty, Ethiopia’s parliament has
sworn in a new prime minister,
Abiye Ahmed, on Monday, April
2. He is succeeding former Prime
Minister Hailemariam Desalegn,
who resigned unexpectedly in
February. Ahmed is Ethiopia’s
first Oromo prime minister. The
Oromos, Ethiopia’s largest ethnic
group, make up about a third of
the population of the country.
Ahmed’s swearing in is seen as
an attempt to calm divisions in a
country which has seen two years
of protests and has been in a
state of emergency since Feb. 16.

Spain
In Murcia on Monday, April 2,
five elephants forced the closure
of a highway after escaping from
a crashed vehicle believed to be
a circus truck. The cause of the
crash is still under investigation,
but one elephant died from its
injuries, and two more were hurt
in the escape. In order to remove
them from the motorway, the
elephants had to be lifted out by
crane. Local authorities are looking after them until they can be
transferred elsewhere

Peru
Amid a corruption scandal,
Peruvian President Pedro Pablo
Kuczynski announced his resignation on Wednesday, March 21. His
announcement came just one day
before a congressional impeachment vote, although Kuczynski
continues to deny any involvement with the $800 million of
alleged bribes from the Brazilian
construction firm, Odebrecht.
Kuczynski is being accused of
receiving more than $4 million
from the firm and is the latest
public figure involved with the
scandal.

Australia
A 2,500-year-old sarcophagus,
previously classified as empty,
has been discovered to hold
the remains of a mummy. The
coffin had been left untouched
in a Sydney university museum
for more than 150 years and
was only opened for the first
time last year. The sarcophagus held remains of human
feet and bones, but the relics
were previously damaged,
likely by tomb raiders. Based
on hieroglyphics, the coffin
dates to about 600 B.C. and
was built for a woman named
Mer-Neith-it-es. The discovery of the remains, only now
being made public, may present research opportunities as
people work to stabilize the
remains and properly conserve
them.
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The LU Skew
By Claire Zimmerman

MuchLove,LittleLady
By Celeste Reyes

By Madeira Seaman

IMPORTANT: Selecting your
housing for 2018-19

Fly on the Wall

In order to select housing:

Step 1: Make certain your nonrefundable housing deposit is paid by April
9. The deposit must be paid to Financial Services either in person or online.
Step 2: Advance register on-line in Voyager for your 2018-2019 classes.
Step 3: Be certain your student account is current and paid up-to-date.
Step 4: Pick up and sign your Housing Contract AFTER you complete
Advance Registration of classes. Contracts are available at the Campus Life
Office 8am-noon and 1-5pm until May 11th.
Step 5: Bring your signed Housing Contract with you on the specific housing selection date: See the webpage https://www.lawrence.edu/students/
housing/checklist or come to open office hours!

Want to learn more about Group Housing?

Thursday, April 5, 5pm: Group Housing Information Session,
Davis Conference Room – Warch
Tuesday, April 10, 5pm: Group Housing Information Session,
Runkel Conference Room – Warch
Thursday, April 12, 5pm: Group Housing Information Session,
Davis Conference Room – Warch
Tuesday, April 17, 5pm: Group Housing Information Session,
Runkel Conference Room – Warch

Questions about selecting housing for the upcoming
year? Planning to study abroad? Want to live in a group
house next year, but not for the entire year?
Drop in with your specific questions anytime during one of our open house
sessions.
All open hours will be 1-5pm in the Campus Life Office (4th floor Warch
Campus Center)
Tuesday, April 24th; Friday, April 27th; Tuesday, May 1st
Wednesday, April 25th; Monday, April 30th; Wednesday, May 2nd; Thursday,
April 26th

Don’t forget! Monday, April 9th
Due: Must be paid to Financial Services!

Housing

Deposit

“The Lift”

Tia Colbert

Staff Writer
________________________________

Dave is nervous. Well, not
nervous, but not calm. Okay,
maybe he’s nervous. Maybe he’s
really nervous. His foot begins to
tap. The woman in front of him
gives him a look. He smiles sheepishly but his foot doesn’t stop.
Can’t stop.
This elevator is too slow.
He brings his arm up, checks his
watch, puts his arm down. A few
seconds later he does it again
because somehow, he forgot to
actually look at the time. Okay.
He’s not late. He can make it. He
will make it. Maybe.
Is the elevator even moving?
He looks around. No one else
seems to be concerned. But it’s
been at least two minutes. Even

on the slowest elevator, he should
have made it to the fifth floor by
now. And no one else has gotten
on or off; that is not normal either.
Dave opens his mouth to
inquire about this when the elevator jolts to a stop, making a loud,
short ding. He looks at the screen
and a red, pixelated “1” looks at
him. Now he’s really confused. He
got on at the first floor and he’s
been on for five minutes. What
exactly is going on here?
The woman who gave him
a look steps forward, looks out,
comes back in. The doors shut. No
one else moves and Dave’s nerves
go into overdrive.
Why didn’t anyone press a
floor? Why was she the only one
who moved?
“Excuse me,” he tries. No
one replies. “Uh, could someone

press the button for the fifth floor,
please?” He’s at the back, he’ll
have to squeeze through at least
three people to press it himself.
There is still no response. He
doesn’t even get a look from the
lady in the front.
Okay. He breathes deeply and slowly. Okay, this is okay.
He’s still locked into his place at
the back, but this is a busy building. Surely someone from one of
the other floors will call the elevator, and it will move.
So, he waits and waits.
Then he waits some more. He
checks his watch, and his eyes
bulge and his heart drops. How
could twenty minutes have
passed? “I really have somewhere
to be,” he tries again.
There is still no response.

SPORTS
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Lady Vikes finish week hot on offense
Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

____________________________________

After a fun training trip down
to Florida to start off their season,
the Lawrence University softball
team played a doubleheader to
open their 2018 home schedule
on Wednesday, March 28 against
a tough squad from Alverno
College (7-6). They entered the
final inning of both games tied but
ended up losing by scores of 7-4
and 2-1 respectively. Freshman
Ceara Larson hit two home runs in
the first game, including her first
career homer in the first inning.
In the second game, sophomore
Emilia Jackson allowed just one
earned-run while giving up just
eight hits and racking up seven
strikeouts with no walks in a stellar performance.
The Lady Vikes’ bats came alive
when they traveled to Rockford

University (2-9) for another doubleheader on Thursday, March 29.
Lawrence won the first game by
a margin of 8-3 and accumulated
16 hits, including a bases-loaded
double by junior Sophie Pedersen
in the second inning. The offense
kept rolling in the second game
as the Lady Vikes won 15-0 in
five innings. Sophomore Amanda
Karnatz hit an inside the park
home run and Lawrence added
another 13 hits in this game.
Jackson also pitched a shutout giving up only three hits.
“We did have a lot of success against Rockford,” said Head
Softball Coach and Associate
Director of Athletics / Senior
Woman Administrator Kim Tatro.
“Many times hitting can be contagious, and the team builds
momentum from the success of
others. Additionally, the strength
of the opposing pitchers has an

impact. In this doubleheader, it
was likely a combination of both.
It was enjoyable to have so many
players have success at the plate.”
After Larson’s incredible
offensive performance last week,
she remarked, “I’ve been really
lucky in my transition to college
to have such a great coaching staff
and teammates. With hitting there
are so many little things you have
to do right to be successful, and
they have been great in helping
me to improve my technique and
prepare for college pitching.”
The opportunity to go down to
Florida over spring break and start
the season was also important for
Larson, who said, “[Florida] was
awesome. It was our first chance
to be on real dirt this season and
it did not disappoint. We played
twelve games over the ten days we
were there, and the weather was
wonderful.” She added, “Overall,

Men’s tennis sweeps Marian
Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

____________________________________

With only one out of the nine
players on the Men’s Tennis team
being an upperclassman, this
young roster proves that they still
have the skills and capabilities
to compete with teams that have
more experience playing with one
another. The Vikings (6-6) were
able to pull out yet another victory against Marian University on
March 30, where they slaughtered
their opponents 9-0.
Until a few minutes
before the game, none of the players knew the line up, so everyone
had to go in ready to play anything, whether it be a singles game
or doubles. This required the
athletes to be flexible and wellrounded, which they proved to be
from the result of the game. When
sophomore Andrea Arivella was
asked what he does to prepare
himself mentally before games, he
responded, “I like to be loose and
free of stress, because it helps me
think more sharply on the court.”
One way in which he does this is

by listening to music. Like most
athletes, Andrea has a superstition. During a Tennis match he
makes sure to never to step on
the lines in between matches, as it
brings bad luck.
The men’s tennis team strives
to maintain a positive environment before and especially during games. If they were to lose
their focus and start blaming
themselves or their teammates
for a loss, bad energy will start
to accumulate and possibly cost
them the game. During the Marian
game, the players remained calm
and beat their opponents by five
points per match on average.
The Vikings stayed very composed throughout their matches. Sometimes when teams play
opponents who are far from their
skill level, they tend to play down
to the opponent’s level, making
it a close game when it should
not be. The Vikings were dominant, inspiring no hope for victory
in their opponents’ eyes. When
Andrea was asked what he will
be looking to improve on for the
next game, he said, “In the next

game, all I am looking forward to
improve is my serve and my consistency on the backhand, which
is also what I am focusing a lot on
during practice.”
In an interview with Head
Men’s and Women’s Tennis Coach
Steve Francour, I asked him how
he thought the game went against
Marian. He said that the game
“went well” — not just because
they won of course, but because
everyone who played was successful, which shows that the
Tennis team is strong throughout.
“Our goal as a team is to be one of
the top four teams in the Midwest
Conference and get a chance to
compete to be the team champion.” This is Francour’s 28th year of
coaching tennis, and he has high
expectations of his athletes for
this season. He says, “This year’s
team is deep and that is where our
strength is.”
The tennis team will start their
conference season next Sunday,
April 8, where they play at home
against Grinnell College at 10 a.m.
and Cornell College at 2 p.m.

I think the season is starting out
well! We are learning a lot about
each other and how we play as a
team. I’m definitely excited for us
to start conference play.”
Looking ahead, Lawrence is
about to start their conference
season. For Larson, it is an opportunity to continue success. She
said, “I’m looking forward to playing more games at home and seeing what we can accomplish. My
goals for the season include having quality at-bats and helping my
team reach the conference tournament.”
One of the challenges for the
Lady Vikes this season is their
youth as the roster features nine
underclassmen and only four
upperclassmen. According to
Tatro, this is an area of focus for
the team. “We do have a young
team with only one senior. I think
the biggest way that youth may

impact our roster is that at times,
we are inconsistent. With experience and confidence comes consistency. We talk about being consistent a lot and it’s something
that we are working towards as
we head into Midwest Conference
play.”
With last week’s games, the
Lady Vikes’ record stands at 6-10
on the season. Lawrence will begin
its quest for a Midwest Conference
tournament birth as they start
their conference schedule this
weekend. They host Beloit College
for a doubleheader on Saturday,
April 7, and will travel down to
Lake Forest College for another
pair of games on Sunday, April
8. Look for Lawrence to build on
their offensive firepower as they
continue to improve during the
rest of the season.

Sports By the
Numbers

12

Consecutive shutouts Men’s Tennis
has posted against Marian University

0

Number of losses Connor Maloney
had this past week

2

RBIs Matt Holliday needs to break the
previous school career, which stands
at 100

SNapshot:
The Lawrence University baseball
team swept Northland in a doubleheader on March 30. After trailing
by four runs late in their first game,
the Vikings staged a dramatic eighthinning, two-out rally for a 10-8 victory.
Mike Brady, Travis Weber, Matt Holiday
and Rudy Mueller-Shrader all picked
up RBIs during the comeback stretch.
The Vikings routed the Lumberjacks
in the second game of the series 15-5
behind a strong game from Kyle Duex.

Junior Andrew Lauber notched a single in the Vikings eight inning
rally against Northland on March 30
Photo by Caroline Garrow.
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Athlete of the Week
Ceara Larson
wdd

By Arianna Cohen

STANDINGS

This week, I had the opportunity to sit down with freshman softball
player Ceara Larson. Larson has already made an impact on her team
early in their season. She is the starting catcher, and this past week
against Alverno College, she swatted two home runs. Larson has a
bright future as a softball player, and we look forward to watching her
the rest of the season.

SOFTBALL
TEAM
MWC
Lake Forest
2-0
Monmouth
2-0
Ripon
2-2
Grinnell
0-0
Illinois
0-0
Cornell
0-0
Lawrence
0-0
St. Norbert
0-0
Knox
0-2
Beloit
0-2

ArIanna Cohen: Where are you from and what drew you to Lawrence?
Ceara Larson: I am from Bettendorf, Iowa. I found Lawrence through
softball but got pulled in further by the science program and the
people
.
AC: Tell me the best part of being on the softball team.
CL: I love being a part of a group with such a family atmosphere. We all
work hard and support each other, and it’s a great community to have.
AC: What was going through your mind as you stepped up to the plate
against Alverno?
CL: The only thing running through my head when I got into the box
was “see ball, hit ball.” I was just looking for a pitch I could drive.
AC: Do you have any personal goals for the season?
CL: My main goals for the season are to continue to have productive at
bats for the team and to grow my mental game.
AC: The team took a trip to Florida for Spring Break. What was your
favorite part of the trip?
CL: While we were playing, my favorite part of the trip was our sweep
on the first day of playing. Being on the field for the first time this year
was such an adrenaline rush and pulling out the wins felt great. My
second favorite part was an awesome thunderstorm that we watched
and waited out in a Publix. It cancelled our games for the day but put
on quite the show while doing it.

Photo by Emei Thompson

Larson’s hot bat helped her to:
•
.900 Batting Average
•
2 HRs
•
7 RBIs
•
1.700 OPS
•
.929 on-base pecentage

She was also named the Midwest
Conference Player of the Week
and the Sports Informations
Desk’s Viking of the Week.

March Madness
Tyrone Stallworth
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Every month of the year has
something that it is known for.
December is known for the 25
days of Christmas. July has lots of
fireworks because of the Fourth of
July. January is known for the New
Year, a fresh start at life. Don’t
forget about the pumpkins and
turkeys in November. Most importantly, March has madness. If you
have been living under a rock for
all of March, you should know
that the NCAA hosts a basketball
tournament for college basketball
teams every March. This basketball tournament is called March
Madness.
The March Madness tournament is a 72-team single elimination tournament. A committee
— athletic directors and conference commissioners throughout
Division I men’s athletics — meets
to select the 72 college teams that
are deemed worthy of playing in
the NCAA March Madness tournament. 32 teams gain automatic
entry in the tournament by winning their conference’s championship. The remaining 40 teams
rely on the selection committee
to award them an at-large bid in
the tournament. The committee
members use a complex math-

ematical equation that calculates
each Division I team’s strength of
schedule, evaluates their overall
record and conference record, and
then evaluates their key wins and
losses. This equation spits out a
magic number that lets the committee know how well each team
played throughout the season. The
committee picks the remaining 40
teams based off this number.
The first couple of days of
the tournament feature the bottom eight teams invited to play.
This year, these teams were: LIUBrooklyn, Radford, NC Central,
Texas Southern, St. Bona, UCLA,
Arizona State, and Syracuse. Only
four of the first eight teams enter
the round of 64 in the March
Madness tournament. Texas
Southern, Radford, St. Bona, and
Syracuse advanced to the field
of 64. There are then two days
dedicated to the field of 64. Both
of these days are action packed;
16 games are played each day.
This is where the madness happens as many upsets happen in
the round of 64. After the round
of 64, there is the round of 32,
then the Sweet 16, Elite Eight,
Final Four and finally, the National
Championship.
Filling out a tournament
bracket is one of the best and
worst things about March
Madness. Modern technology has

made it possible to electronically fill out a bracket and create a
group to compare your bracket
with your friends. In the history
of the tournament, no one has
ever filled out a perfect bracket. It
seems as if the harder one thinks
their bracket, the more unlikely
their bracket will be perfect.
There are certain rules that
go into filling out a good bracket.
The first rule is to always pick the
number one seeds to beat the sixteen seeds in the round of 64. Try
to predict key upsets. Choose a
Cinderella team, this is a team that
is usually a low seed that makes
it far in the tournament. Finally,
never choose all four number one
seeds to be in the Final Four, as
tempting as that may seem.
This year’s March Madness
tournament was truly mad. My
bracket, for one, was trash. I only
choose two out of the eight Elite
Eight teams, and I had no correct teams in the Final Four. Only
550 brackets out of more than
12,000 brackets recorded chose
all four of the final four teams.
This March Madness was historic
because the first rule of filling
out a bracket was finally broken
when the University of Maryland
Baltimore County Retrievers beat
the consensus number one team
in the tournament, the University
of Virginia (UVA). UMBC busted

everyone’s bracket, because most
people’s bracket had UVA going to
the Final Four.
Loyola-Chicago was an unexpected Cinderella team this tournament. They were an 11-seed
team that only made it to the tournament because they were the
Missouri Valley Conference champions. Loyola-Chicago beat sixseed Miami, three-seed Tennessee,
seven-seed Nevada and nine-seed
Kansas State to make it to the
Final Four. Loyola-Chicago eventually lost to three-seed Michigan in
the Final Four.
The Final Four game was held
on March 31. Loyola-Chicago
faced Michigan while Villanova
faced Kansas. Michigan beat the
tournament’s Cinderella team,
Loyola-Chicago, and Villanova
crushed Kansa. Number oneseed Villanova met number threeseed Michigan in the National
Championship game. Again,
Villanova showed their dominance and defeated Michigan by a
score of 79-62. Villanova became
the 2018 National Champions.
Congrats to the people who chose
them to win it all in their brackets. As for everyone else, there is
always next year

OVR
13-7
13-7
8-14
11-4
8-6
10-8
6-10
0-0
0-2
0-2

MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Grinell
1-0
12-4
Lake Forest
1-0
7-6
Lawrence
0-0
6-6
St. Norbert
0-0
5-5
Illinois
0-0
3-4
Monmouth
0-0
2-8
Knox
0-0
0-7
Cornell
0-0
2-10
Ripon
0-1
0-9

BASEBALL
North Division
TEAM
MWC
St. Norbert
0-0
Beloit
0-0
Lawrence
0-0
Ripon
0-0
South Division
Monmouth
3-1
Grinnell
3-1
Knox
1-3
Cornell
1-3
Illinois
0-0

L E T ’ S G O , L AW R E N C E !

OVR
10-5
10-7
7-10
3-10
12-6-1
6-11
7-10
6-11
8-6

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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Lawrence University Honors Project
Tashi Haig
Columnist

_______________________________________________

In one small library room, several dozen students crowded in and craned their necks to listen to
Music Librarian and Assistant Professor Antoinette
Powell explain the ins and outs of completing the
Honors Project. Powell described the prestigious
project as “extra academic work that is undertaken
by a student in order to add to the knowledge of
that subject and also to sharpen research skills and
to demonstrate knowledge of that subject personally.” Juniors can choose to begin an independent
study — which in the case of an honors project,
does not have to be registered on Voyager — in
the summer before a chosen term of senior year in
which the project will be reviewed and the student
will defend their thesis.
These independent studies can involve
labs, literary analysis, or anything pertaining to an
area of study which the student wishes to shed light
on. The absolute latest the project can be turned in
is during the sixth week of the term, as a great deal
must be done to assess the project before graduation. Powell said, “If you’re successful in defending
your honors project, you receive Latin honors at
graduation.” So what exactly is the process of receiving these honors?
First, an examining committee will
assess the project. The student must present a thesis defense to an audience consisting of their project
advisor, (generally a professor in the subject being
studied), another person from within the discipline
and someone with no experience of the subject
which is being discussed. Powell emphasized the
importance of this “outside” person as someone to
help approach the project from a different angle.
“It’s up to you to explain to someone who has no
clue; it’s very enlightening,” Powell explained.
Once the thesis has been defended, the
honors committee meets to discuss with the examining committee over whether the defendant will
receive honors on their project. This result will not
be revealed to the student until graduation. Along
with the prestigious title which one earns upon
graduating with honors, completing an honors project allows one to contribute in a very real way to

Professor Antoinette Powell explains the Honors Project to students.
Photo by Billy Liu.

scholarship regarding their subject of interest. If
one visits LUX, the Lawrence University Institutional
Repository at https://lux.lawrence.edu/ and selects
“Lawrence University Honors Projects,” a large selection of previous honors projects by Lawrence students can be viewed and downloaded for real
research. A map at the bottom of the page even
provides fascinating real-time data on who is downloading what articles from all over the world.
The LUX website as well as the Honors
Project home page were projected before the student audience’s eyes as Antoinette Powell explained
the mechanics of the Honors Project. Reference
Librarian and Instruction Coordinator and Assistant
Professor Gretchen Revie as well as Interlibrary
Loan Coordinator and Assistant Circulation Services
Supervisor Andrew McSorley also spoke to those
present about services available to students completing the honors project, namely the reference
librarians’ expertise and the benefits of Interlibrary
Loan.
Revie encouraged students to take advantage
of the research appointments available through
the link on the Seeley G Mudd library’s homepage,

reminding the audience not to “waste that precious time tracking down sources” when the reference librarians are ready and willing to help. Revie
also reminded students of the Center for Academic
Success (CAS) which is a valuable source for proofreading the substantial honors papers.
The reference librarians are eager to help out in
any way possible, as Revie attested to, saying, “we
are willing to help people with anything from very
basic questions that help back, fill and support the
research which they are doing, all the way to helping them make sure that they’ve got things cited
correctly. We’re there for any part of the process and
our basic focus is to help people save time so that
they can concentrate on the work that only they can
do in terms of thinking about an idea.”
Andrew McSorley addressed use of
Interlibrary Loan (ILL). While McSorley maintained
that ILL “is a good first stop if there’s a material you
can’t find,” it should not be a last minute resort,
as the loan program must wait for materials to be
mailed from other libraries it is borrowing from.
Students shouldn’t be afraid to ask for anything, as
McSorley made clear in an example in which the

pointing out the unemployment rate in Wisconsin,
which has followed the national average in a steady
decline since 2013.
Dallet’s opponent, Michael Screnock, an attorney in Madison who was appointed by Governor
Walker to the Sauk County Circuit Court, was supported by the Republican Party and endorsed by
the National Rifle Association, among other conservative groups.
While the Supreme Court race has dominated
the conversation surrounding the election on April
3rd, there are other issues and offices which were
up for consideration by voters. In Outagamie County
there were two referenda on the ballot, one which
was being held statewide and one from the County
Board of Supervisors.
The statewide referendum was a constitutional
amendment concerning the elimination of the State
Treasurer position. That position is elected very four
years and has one purpose, to serve on the Board of
Commissioners for Public Lands, which oversees the
sale of school and university lands and then the use
of funds that are received from those sales.
The amendment, which failed 38% to 61%
statewide, would have replaced the Treasurer’s spot
on the Board of Commissioners for Public Lands
with the Lieutenant Governor, who is appointed by
the Governor. This would, according to opponents
of the measure, have reduced separation of powers
and given the governor too much power.
Supporters argue it would have saved taxpayers money and removed an unnecessary office
according to State Representative Rob Brooks in a

press release from February 2015.
The referendum from the Outagamie County
Board of Supervisors concerns an issue that many
Lawrence students may be familiar with because
of a guest lecture presented by College Democrats
back in February of this year about gerrymandering,
or the drawing of legislative districts in a way that is
designed to influence the outcome of an election.
The referendum in question specifically was a
resolution against partisan gerrymandering, which
is done with the intent to keep a particular political party in power and disenfranchise voters of the
other party. The resolution calls for redistricting
decisions to be made without taking into account
demographics, political affiliations, or the residency
location of an incumbent. This resolution passed in
a landslide with 72% of the vote.
In addition to the referenda, there were elections held for Appleton Common Council, school
board, and County Supervisor. The only one of these
on Lawrentians’ ballots that was contested was the
election for School Board. The candidates were current members Leah Olson and Kay Eggert, who were
facing challenger Brian Farmer.
That race was probably one of the less politicized of the nonpartisan races on the ballot, as the
three candidates seemed to all present more or less
the same priorities, providing a quality education
that works for every student.
Where the candidates differed was the exact
issue they chose to focus their campaign on, as
indicated in a survey done by the Appleton PostCrescent. Olson and Eggert chose to focus their

ILL program had had to locate CD liner notes for a
Professor. “It’s worth it just to ask,” the Interlibrary
Loan Coordinator stressed.
Powell had several remarks about her
specific role in the Honors Project process. The
music librarian takes on several responsibilities,
which she listed as “mak[ing] sure that things just
keep coming along, that faculty know when they
have to choose examining committee members,
that students know what the deadlines are and …
that the honors committee meets to decide who will
take which exams.” Revie added, “I also answer a lot
of questions from students too, because obviously
they’ve never done this before because you get one
shot at doing the Honors Project here at Lawrence.”
The Honors Project presents Lawrence
students with the opportunity to show mastery
of novel ideas in any subject of their choosing. A
project of this magnitude may be a daunting task,
but Honors Roundtable meetings such as this offer
students assistance and the chance to better understand what they are embarking on. Be on the lookout for these roundtables at the beginning of Fall,
Winter and Spring terms of next year.

Wisconsin Supreme Court election analysis

David Baldwin
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

Despite the unseasonably cold and snowy
weather on Tuesday, thousands of people turned
out to vote in the Spring general elections. The offices up for election included a State Supreme Court
seat, two referenda and two Appleton School Board
seats. The results of the election were released after
polls closed at 8:00 p.m. Tuesday, with final unofficial
results in by 8:30 for the local elections.
The election on Tuesday brought an end to
a long-fought and highly watched race between
Judge Rebecca Dallet, a circuit court judge from
Milwaukee, and Sauk County Circuit Court Judge
Michael Screnock for the seat on Wisconsin’s
Supreme Court.
Dallet, a former District Attorney and adjunct
professor at Marquette University Law School, won
the seat with nearly 56% of the vote statewide and
an equal lead in Outagamie County. Though the race
for State Supreme Court is non-partisan, Dallet was
endorsed by the Democratic Party of Outagamie
County and is generally seen as the more progressive or liberal candidate and her win could mark a
continuation of the “blue wave” that many pundits
and media outlets have claimed will characterize the
2018 mid-term elections in November.
Governor Scott Walker responded to Dallet’s
success in a tweet Tuesday night saying, “Tonight’s
results show that we are at risk of a #BlueWave in WI.”
That tweet was then followed Wednesday morning
with a string of messages asking for donations and
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campaigns on the issues of mental health and
readying students for a post-secondary education.
Farmer, on the other hand, focused more on
recent issues related to open meetings laws and the
Appleton School Board administration as well as
decreasing proficiency ratings for students indicated
by the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction’s
report card for the Appleton Area School District.
Olson and Eggert won the two seats available with
41 and 39% respectively.
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Hidden Figures of Lawrence: Angela Vanden Elzen
Karina Barajas
Columnist

__________________________________

This column is devoted to highlighting staff members that play a huge role in
the everyday experiences of the Lawrence
community. The goal is to focus on the
“Hidden Figures” of Lawrence University
and their interests both within, and outside
of Lawrence.
In the past few issues of The Lawrentian,
there has been a feature about a hidden
place in the library called the Makerspace.
I wanted to interview the person in charge.
I came upon Angela Vanden Elzen, the
Reference and Web Services Librarian and
Assistant Professor in the Seeley G. Mudd
Library.
Elzen has been working at Lawrence
for almost 12 years. Prior to Lawrence,
Elzen worked in insurance customer service at Walgreens. When she first started at
Lawrence, she was working on her master’s
in library science full-time and as the library
circulation night supervisor part-time for a
year. After that, she moved to the full-time
position of Interlibrary Loan Coordinator for
a little over 5 years. She has been in her current position for 5 years.
“My responsibilities are pretty varied,
which is one of my favorite things about
working here,” said Elzen. The reference portion includes answering questions at the reference desk, doing research appointments
with students and doing class research
instruction.
The “web stuff” includes managing the
library website, assisting with social media
along with library administrative assistant Holly Tuyls and student social media

Web Services Librarian and Assistant Professor Angela Vanden Elzen.
Photo by Hannah Burgess.

assistant Lilly Donlon and managing the
Makerspace and media services along with
instructional technologist Arno Damerow
and student media assistant Emmi Zheng.
In addition, Elzen has had the opportunity to teach some fun classes, including
the D-Term class History of Video Games,
Women and Identities in Gaming and 3D
Printing & Design.
“I also love that I’ve had the opportunity
to meet and work with so many amazing
students and colleagues. It’s wonderful to
connect with students and remain in touch
with them after they’ve left Lawrence and
see all the awesome things they go on to do,”
Elzen added.
The Makerspace, located on the first
floor, has been in the library for almost
three years. It was created out of a collab-

Not your parents’ Russia
John O’Neill

For the Lawrentian

____________________________________________

It’s about 8 a.m. on a chilly November
morning in St. Petersburg, Russia. I am skirting around what appears to be a collection
of buildings run by the Russian military.
My destination is the St. Petersburg State
Polytechnical University, where I will take
the Graduate Records Examination (GRE).
The exam is in English, but as anyone who
has taken the test knows, there is a lengthy
intake process that includes a pat-down and
a myriad of instructions.
All of this is conducted in Russian, so
my three years studying the Russian language seem to be paying off right before an
exam that will not feature a single Russian
word. When I get to the soundproof booth,
I look left and see a student from Mongolia.
To my right sits a student from Russia. I take
a breath, and here we go.
Much of my study abroad experience in
Russia was composed of little moments —
of fear, embarrassment, failure, and once
in a while, small successes. This was one of
them. Here, I was being asked to do all sorts
of mundane things in Russian that would
have flummoxed me months ago. Not only
did I succeed, but I managed to not let the
whole ordeal affect my performance on the
test.
After even a couple of months back in
Appleton, none of my experience seems real.
Did I actually live in one of those Sovietstyle apartments that we are so accustomed
to seeing on television? Did I really live in
such an incredible city that has spouted so
much genius? Did any of this actually happen to me?
Living and studying abroad can be so
many things, but it can be easy to lose track
of it all as time flies on. Here I am, back
in Appleton. I am unsure if I can put into
words how I have changed. I still get the
dreaded question every day: “How was living in Russia?” and I have yet to develop a
good answer.
After four and a half months, I was so

swept up in daily life that I sometimes forgot
where I was and how incredible it was to be
abroad. No one else in my family has been
anywhere remotely near Eastern Europe.
Right now, there are so many barriers to
travel to Russia, yet I managed to make
friends and thrive in this beautiful place.
When living abroad, the differences in
daily life are easy to point out: the food is
different, gender roles and expectations
are way different, and people in public can
come off as cold and even haughty. Going to
school in Russia was also different; I would
describe my classes as “improvisational” in
the sense that you had to be prepared for
anything and ready to adjust on a dime. But
what surprised me more than anything was
the warmth that I encountered. Once you get
to know Russians, it becomes pretty obvious
that they are basically just like us — and
probably even a little nicer at times.
Our media tells us that Russians are
scary. This sentiment is not only pushed by
the news, but also by the countless shows,
movies and video games that feature comically-accented Russian antagonists. Russians
are supposed to be intimidating, vodkaswilling gangsters who are either about to
stab you in the back or sell you state secrets.
But try telling this to Egor, a friend I
made abroad who invited me into his home,
introduced me to his family, and even gave
me free hockey tickets. Try telling this to
the Russian students and faculty on campus who have to deal with these negative
attitudes much more than I do. You can call
me an idealist or naïve, but the prospect
of alienating another culture based mostly
on skewed portrayals in the media seems
wrong to me.
At the end of the last school year, I was
surprised to find that these attitudes had
even entered the Lawrence bubble. One day
as I opened The Lawrentian, I was surprised
to find an explosively-titled article called
“The Russians are Not Your Friends.” The
author rejected any idea of cooperation with

See page 12

orative effort of about 15 faculty and staff
from around campus in order to integrate
innovative new technologies into the liberal
arts coursework. The main purpose was to
make it available for all academic subjects,
not only those that traditionally rely on
technology. A wide variety of classes including Anthropology, History, Chemistry, Art
and I&E have utilized the Makerspace. The
space includes three 3D printers, a sewing
machine, an electronic vinyl/paper cutter, a
soldering station, 3D scanners and painting
supplies.
When asked about the future of the
Makerspace, Elzen replied, “We plan to continue to reach out to faculty to integrate the
Makerspace technologies into their coursework, and to help the Makerspace club to
continue to plan some fun and impactful

projects. Around December of next school
year, we plan to have a Glowforge laser cutter added to the space. We’ve had a lot of
requests for a laser cutter and are excited
that we’ve found one that will work in our
little space.”
Students who are interested in using
the space and equipment for non-academic projects are encouraged to attend the
Makerspace club meetings on Thursdays at
7 p.m. in the Makerspace. The Makerspace
staff can also be contacted through email at
makerspace@lawrence.edu.
In her time at Lawrence, Elzen has
learned much about time management.
Multitasking is only effective to a point, then
it just becomes overwhelming. In five years,
she hopes to be doing much of the same
work that she is doing now, just being wiser
about it. She draws most of her inspiration
from family and colleagues.
Outside of Lawrence, Elzen has plenty
of activities to keep her busy. “I enjoy playing video games and tabletop games. There
hasn’t been much time for that lately with
work and kids, unless I can sneak in a little Stardew Valley after the kids are in bed
and before I fall asleep on the couch. My
husband and I collect old video games and
consoles and recently got around to setting
them all up in our house. I also enjoy going
for hikes with my family at one of the many
local nature centers when the weather is a
little warmer,” said Elzen.
Creative and witty, Elzen is this week’s
hidden figure of note. We should appreciate Elzen for her hard work and dedication
to providing a space for students to create
and be makers.
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Chapel Welcomes
Percussionist Colin Currie
Yo La Tengo
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

________________________

Live at Thalia Hall, March 30
This show further solidified
Yo La Tengo as a sensitive band
that makes late night music, but
of course they don’t let that limit
them. Their late night music is the
stuff you can brood to, the stuff
you can experience beauty to, the
stuff you can dance to, the stuff
you can go crazy to and the stuff
that evokes catharsis of all kinds.
Throughout their career, the band
has covered a wide emotional
and sonic range with their songs;
pretty much every set list encompasses that, dipping into various
points in their discography, as well
as their huge repertoire of covers. The second night at Chicago’s
Thalia Hall was no exception, and
despite playing about half of their
new album released a few weeks
before, the other songs were not
tacked-on hits in the way that
most well-known bands touring a new album program their
shows. They were, instead, deeply
connected to each other, though
some songs were separated by 25
years. With an artistry that went
beyond playing individual songs
beautifully, Yo La Tengo created
two distinct sets — the first being
mellower and the second swooping back and forth from their
ambient, droning soundscapes to
their more feedback-driven, krautrock jams, as well as the cracks in
between — with each of its contents complementing each other
as parts, as a whole set and as a
complete show.
A lot of the cohesion was
derived from the conscious decision to splash around in the liminal pools at the end of one song
and the beginning of the next.
The transitions were not always
direct segues per se, but throughout the concert, the trio let songs
soften and evaporate, their energy
converting into something else.
Even when there was silence from
the band and applause between
songs, the energy was there. The
band played with that, usually falling into a recognizable element
of a tune after the amorphous
transition.
Yo La Tengo closed out the
second set just like they did
1993’s “Painful” — with the succinct instrumental “I Heard You
Looking.” While seven minutes
long on the album, the song is
simple, and concludes the record
that would inform the trajectory they are still following. Live,
it performed a similar role. But
clocking in at twice the length
(or more, time slipped away), the
song grew to mean even more to
me. I was protected and watched
over — emotions I had yet to experience with music prior to this —

and these feelings instilled other
feelings — those of motivation,
inspiration, peace and certainty of
my future — in ways of being certain what I would do and certain
that there would be mystery as
well. The words here came later,
the emotions I felt originally took
form as sound.
Yo La Tengo creates countless interpretations of beauty
via their records. If you lack the
opportunity to see them live, I
cannot recommend any of their
albums enough, but hearing their
career patch-worked with resilient threads of improvisation and
dignified playfulness that put
everything into perspective is
something that can only be experienced live.
“There’s A Riot Going On”
Until you are able to hear
them in concert, the records
speak volumes on their own
and together. This most recent
album is their fifteenth, and with
it I can continue to say that every
album they put out has brought
me something new, whether it
is some lyric I cannot stop mulling over, a certain puzzle piece
of a melody that should not fit in
but does, a self-aware but nearly
unfathomable emotion or something else entirely.
I would not recommend this
record to start off the plunge into
their catalogue, but it certainly
can be taken in early during the
process, especially because of its
strong ties to the world around
it. A lot of its content — musical
and lyrical — is a response to
the tumultuous and titular riot(s),
and they approach the topic as
the weathered and eloquent creators they are. Whether it is Ira
Kaplan’s barely audible voice and
guitar barely peeking, Georgia
Hubley’s drums and synths that
coat the hour with a sweet darkness, James McNew’s tender
upright bass textures, or simply
the way the three come together
seamlessly, “There’s A Riot Going
On” serves as a measured, but
frank, dialogue with everything
happening from their side while
also being an expansive, standalone work. Like their past releases, understanding and connection
require a conversation between
the art and the listener for an
enhanced and immersive experience, but even at the surface, their
music does wonders, challenging
forms and palettes. Their latest
record does this especially well
throughout. Submerged in its context or not, “There’s A Riot Going
On” is yet another well-crafted
statement that will move its audience in studio and live forms now
and many years from now.

Currie pictured on stage.
Picture by Taylor Blackson.

Bridget Bartal
Staff Writer

_________________________

On Friday, March 30,
Lawrence Memorial Chapel welcomed famed percussionist Colin
Currie as part of Lawrence’s Artist
Series. Before the performance
began, Currie stated that the recital’s goal was to showcase modern
percussion masterpieces by both
popular and lesser-known artists.
His program notes stated, “This
allows an uninterrupted investigation of concepts of time and
pacing in musical structure, with
pieces that interlink and illuminate each other.” His quote summarizes the essence of the recital
exceptionally well. As Currie alternated between several different
percussion instruments throughout the night, his goal of exploring
time and pacing in modern music
was achieved.
The first half of the concert
was a 30-minute continuous flow
of four different songs. It was
nearly impossible to differentiate
where one song began and the fol-

lowing ended. In a solo percussion
piece entitled “Fire over Water,
from I-Ching” by Per Nørgård,
Currie’s arms and legs worked in
a machinelike manner, while still
maintaining a certain gracefulness. The fortes in this piece were
earsplittingly loud; Currie put on
an arresting and impressive performance. During a lull in the barrage of volume, I could hear him
panting from exhaustion. At one
point, he made a small slip-up
before a particularly long and fast
run on the marimba. It is comforting to know that even some of the
most renowned musicians in their
fields make mistakes every once
in a while.
After a brief intermission,
Currie announced that one of the
next pieces, “Vibra-Elufa,” was
written by Karlheinz Stockhausen.
The audience made a comical and
exaggerated gasp — most of them
recognized the name of this notoriously wild, shocking and innovative composer. However, the
song that followed this dramatic
announcement was surprisingly
tame compared to what I was

expecting. Nonetheless, its melody was striking. Currie ended the
night with “Realismos Mágicos”
by Rolf Wallin. The eleven songs
within this piece are named after
short stories by Gabriel García
Márquez. Some of the songs were
a few minutes long, while others
lasted for ten seconds at most!
In the short gap between each
song, Currie comically announced
their eccentric names; this added
a touch of charm to the performance. Each piece had a character
and energy of its own, and one
could imagine what the dialogue
or plot within each piece could be.
These imaginations were made
possible through the captivating
talent of Currie.
After this last piece, Currie
received a standing ovation and
quickly returned to the Chapel’s
stage for a short and dynamic
encore on the snare drum. The
crowd roared its approval after
the recital ended — clearly
Lawrence University adored the
enthralling performance of percussionist Colin Currie.

Album Review
“Exit 16” by
Roosevelt Collier
Carl Johnson
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

As far as record companies
go, there are a select few that I
really pay attention to these days
— most current bands produce
on their own or they have a small,
independent label. One record
company that I thoroughly enjoy
is Ground-up Records. Founded
by Michael League, bassist/composer/bandleader of the group
Snarky Puppy, this record label
releases music by Snarky Puppy,
Brazilian guitarist Charlie Hunter,
singer Becca Stevens and more.
The most recent record from the
thriving jazz/funk/soul label is
entitled “Exit 16” by Roosevelt
Collier, one of the foremost pedal-steel guitarists in the world.
Collier is a longtime veteran of
the blues and gospel scenes. I was
astonished to learn that this is
his debut solo album, which was
inspired by League’s offer to pro-

duce it for him.
“Exit 16” is a swampy, bluesy
and funky jumble of music. The
first track, “Sun Up, Sun Down,”
is a thrilling and spiritual opener. Starting with a fiery blast of
slide guitar, it is an old-school
funk song, featuring Collier with
League on bass, Snarky Puppy
alums Bobby Sparks, Jr. on keys
— incidentally, Sparks played at
Lawrence’s Jazz Weekend, playing in Liz Wright’s band — and JT
Thomas on the drums. The next
tune, “Happy Feet,” features a fast
funk groove, with Thomas pounding the drums, accompanied by
clavinet and organ blasts from
Sparks. Colliers playing on this
song is reminiscent of very classic
funk guitar; it is made even more
impressive that he’s strumming
such quick chords on a slide guitar. Near the end, Thomas takes
a quick drum solo to show off his
percussion chops.
The title track is much

more rock influenced than some
of the previous tracks. Collier’s
wah-guitar soars over League’s
heavy bass and Sparks’ organ;
the song contains several massive
guitar screams that build intensity throughout. Other highlights
include “Spike,” a Jimi Hendrixesque funk track that starts with
an up-tempo guitar run that
wouldn’t sound out of place in a
Van Halen song. After its guitar
introduction, this track is much
more of a slow jam, with fuzzedout guitar throughout. Collier
throws on a wah pedal halfway
through for good measure, which
makes him sound even more like
Hendrix. Overall, it is a tremendous first effort from a masterful
guitarist.
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:
COSETTE BARDAWIL

Emma Arnesen
Staff Writer

_________________________

For fourth-year student
Cosette Bardawil, Lawrence
University’s dual degree program
offered her the ability to explore
two different kinds of language
— music and French. Pursuing
a Bachelor of Music for Flute
Performance and Bachelor of
Arts for French and Francophone
Studies, Bardawil sees how the
two seemingly different areas of
study work hand in hand.
All of last year, Bardawil studied in France with IES Abroad.
Taking literature courses in French
and being able to continue her
music studies at École Normale
de Musique de Paris, Bardawil’s
natural gift for language transpired into a year-long journey of
exploration and experimentation
with her post-undergrad options.
At the moment, Bardawil has a
goal of finding a sustainable way
to combine music and language
in either one or multiple careers.
She states, “Making a living from
performance alone doesn’t really
seem possible nowadays … French
with the dual degree program will
hopefully open up more doors in
the future.” Whether it be teaching flute, teaching French or performing in orchestra and chamber
groups, Bardawil sees similar cultural components of both fields:
“There are a lot of options! That’s
one of the benefits of studying
music and languages.”
The
TAPIF
(Teaching

Assistant Program in France)
offers students the opportunity to
work in France for seven months,
teaching English to French students of all ages. With an interest
in musical and language pedagogy, Bardawil sees this program as
a way to combine her passions.
As another chance to live abroad,
Bardawil states that TAPIF will
also allow her to find music groups
in France and have the cultural
teaching experience in between
Lawrence and the start of a master’s degree in the next couple
years. In the meantime, Bardawil
has plans abroad for this upcoming summer! Her internship in
Ecuador will combine teaching,
performance, music therapy and
music administration.
This past weekend on April
1, Bardawil performed her junior
recital alongside fourth-year
Music and Violin Performance
major Rachael Teller. To celebrate
the start of Spring Term, the duo
presented works by Beethoven,
Vitali,
Martinu,
Telemann,
Bozza and Meltzer in Lawrence
Memorial Chapel. Three pieces
highlighted for Bardawil were
“Fantasy (on Themes Based
on ‘Der Freischutz’)” by Paul
Taffanel, “Aria” by Eugène Bozza
and “Trapset” by Harold Meltzer, a
piece for solo, amplified alto flute.
Bardawil’s natural gifts for
music and French have allowed
her to explore what Lawrence
has to offer in both the conservatory and the college. For
prospective students thinking

about Lawrence’s dual degree
program, Bardawil says, “[D]
on’t be afraid to try something
that takes you out of your comfort zone, even if you may not be
good at it.” For Bardawil, French
and Francophone Studies did not
become a second major until the
end of her sophomore year, when
she became increasingly interested in the language and decided to
spend a year abroad. Actively trying new things has helped her to
discover new people, “other parts
of [my]self, hobbies and maybe
even careers!”
Apart from her coursework
in the conservatory and college,
Bardawil volunteers weekly at
Richmond Elementary School
with a second-grade classroom,
works at the Center for Academic
Success as a French tutor and even
has time to take accordion lessons
via Skype once a week with a former music instructor in France!
With one year left at
Lawrence, Bardawil states that
there is still so much to learn.
Surrounded by wonderful professors and instructors as role
models, Bardawil is constantly
reminded that she has a support system that challenges and
believes in her. For the French and
Francophone Studies Department
specifically, Bardawil gives a shout
out to her professors for their
perpetual insistence on opening
up her mind to other parts of
the world and to other aspects of
herself.
Looking forward to her senior

Portrait of Cosette Bardwill.
Photo by Marieke de Koker.

recital and French senior experience project next year, Bardawil
says, “I would like to do just that:

learn and enjoy all that I can during my fifth year.”

Book Review
“On Chesil Beach”
Nicole Witmer
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

As an English major, I am
normally a snob toward contemporary works. I unashamedly prefer the old and Gothic to whatever
teen angst crap is being churned
out these days. However, after
stumbling upon a movie trailer
for “On Chesil Beach,” I thought I
would give the novella a try.
Author Ian McEwan wrote the
novella in 2007, but the plot takes
place in 1960s southern England.
The story revolves around two
newlyweds, Edward and Florence,
and the events of their wedding
night. McEwan masterfully sets
the plot in the early 1960s, when
conformity was still in style and
the sexual revolution had barely
begun. Both Edward and Florence
are virgins, so naturally they are
intimidated at what is supposed

to happen now that they are man
and wife. The night goes from bad
to worse as the two start to get
intimate — Edward gets a bit too
excited, causing Florence to storm
off to the beach.
While my description of
the plot so far makes this book
sound raunchy, it is anything but.
McEwan opens with the couple in
their hotel room immediately after
the wedding, showing the evolution of their relationship through
flashbacks. He portrays Edward
as a respectable man with normal desires; nothing about him is
rude or disrespectful to Florence.
Though Edward is a sympathetic
character, the star of the show is
Florence. McEwan does not depict
Florence as a stereotypical submissive woman; she is caring and
willing to do certain things, not
all, because she has no intimate
desires. Her love for Edward is the

driving force that causes Florence
to put her own personal interests aside to the point where she
would do anything to make her
marriage work.
I have never encountered a
character like Florence throughout my reading exploits. McEwan
hints that she may have been sexually abused by her father, but
never explicitly says so, leaving
it up to the reader for interpretation. She is deeply in love with
Edward’s compassion and intellect, not his physicality. While this
book does not have the happiest of endings, it is refreshing to
read a novella with an unconventional protagonist choosing which
demons to face and which to hide
from.

Find us online!
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STAFF EDITORIAL
An Introduction to the New
Editorial Board
As the Spring Term 2018
to Winter Term 2019 cycle of
Lawrentian leadership begins, we,
The Lawrentian’s new Editorial
Board, would like to introduce
ourselves, explain the staff editorial and outline some of our goals
for the coming terms.
The Editorial Board is composed of Lawrence students coming from many different backgrounds, with many different
interests and passions; among
us, there are scientists, athletes,
musicians, artists, readers, writers and more. Short biographies of
each board member will soon be
available on our website at http://
w w w. l a w r e n t i a n . c o m / a b o u t .
Together, we are committed to
providing Lawrence with the best
possible student newspaper.
There are many roles on the
board: section editors, copy editors, distribution manager, web
manager, community engagement officer and managing editor, as well as an editor-in-chief
and copy chief who oversee it
all. The Lawrentian also employs
many staff writers, columnists,

photographers and artists who
generate content for each issue.
Applications for these positions
can be found at www.lawrentian.
com/apply.
This gray box in the Op-Ed
section is reserved for weekly
staff editorials, written collaboratively by a rotating team of
Editorial Board members serving
as representatives of the entire
board. These editorials provide
context and opinions on current
issues relevant to the Lawrence
community. While we understand
that covering controversial issues
may spark debate, it is our hope
that these editorials will put forth
ideas that lead to informed and
respectful conversations and
ultimately bring our community
together. We realize that we are
in the unique position of being
able to reach many members of
the Lawrence community, including not only students, but faculty,
alumni, and families and friends
of Lawrentians. Our readers are
very important to us, and we
are always open to any feedback
you have to offer, which can be

emailed to us at lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
We are looking forward to
this new cycle of the newspaper,
and would like to share our goals
with our readers. As a board, we
aim to: faithfully represent the
Lawrence community by including members from many diverse
backgrounds; encourage respectful discussion of current issues
by presenting fair and balanced
articles that prompt readers to
take their own stances; maintain higher quality standards by
training staff to more closely follow The Lawrentian’s journalistic guidelines; bolster our online
presence by advertising and connecting to students’ online communities; and increase readership
both on and off campus.
Finally, we would like to
thank you for your continued support and feedback. We hope you
are as excited as we are for this
new phase of the newspaper!

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin, at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Prison. The place you do not
want on your list of travel destinations, definitely nothing to brag
about or put on a resume. But
what do we know about prison,
other than it is “bad” and you do
not want to go there? The scenes
from movies of cement walls and
grim-faced guards eager to use the
weapons dangling on their belts?
Orange jumpsuits and inmates full
of battle scars and face tattoos?
Prison. Since the creation of
man’s written and oral means of
communication, there have been
laws and hierarchies of power as
resources have been fought over.
Which inevitably meant there
would be lawbreakers. What
should be done with them? The
tradition of hiding away those
deemed dangerous to society has
been going on since the time of
the Romans, probably even before
that, as growing societies created
“detention centers,” and later prisons. In the Middle Ages, many
criminals were forced into manual
labor and servitude to the powerful figures who controlled their
fates.
Modern-day prison. The idea
of incapacitation, in which com-

All work and no play
Mara Kissinger

Staff Writer
____________________________________

When I applied to Lawrence
as a dual degree student in voice
performance and psychology, I
thought that it would be the best
of both worlds. Half of my time
spent in the con and half in the
college. When I got tired of theory
and practicing I could just focus
on my reading for a separate class.
To me that made sense because
doing so much theory all at once
all the time sounded exhausting.
But what I found was a schedule
that put half of my years in the
Conservatory and half of my years
in the college, something that I
was not expecting. And when I did
try the all-theory-and-all-music
combination I was right, it was
downright exhausting. Not only
that, but it also felt like it killed my
love of music.
I think the most effective way
to illustrate why I say that it was
so exhausting is to tell you my
actual schedule. I was in Music
Theory Fundamentals which
meant that every day of the week
except Tuesdays at 8:30 I was in
the Con for an hour. Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays I was
in Waterman House doing aural
skills for another hour and if it was
Monday or Wednesday, I would
arrive at 1:10 instead of 1:50 for
Sight Singing before Aural Skills.
Freshman Studies also took up an
hour on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday and Mondays I had Diction
for an hour as well. On top of all
that, I also had an hour of Basic
Piano Skills for which I had to
attend a one hour lab once a week
as well as practice. But that was

only my class schedule. I also had
to add a voice lesson for an hour
one day of the week, two hours of
practice per day and one hour of
choir on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Not to mention the time that I had
to spend on homework for both
Theory and Freshman Studies
which could add three or more
hours each day.
My point in writing all of this,
is to say that I was taking on a
load that was way too much for
me to handle. After my first week
I called my mom in tears, mentally and physically exhausted. I
have since dropped my Bachelor
of Music and am much happier,
but my problem is not a new one.
While I was recently speaking
with a friend in the Con who was
struggling with opera rehearsals
and juggling the classes in her
minor, it reminded me of my own
desperation in trying to juggle my
massive schedule. It got me thinking about how overworked my
friends in the Con are and how
they managed to make it through
years of what I was unable handle
in a week. And honestly, part of it
is personal preference, as I dislike music theory, and another
part is that they are very strong
people, but I also think there is
more to it than that. That freshman year schedule felt like an
unedited one, like a brainstorm of
what the teachers all wanted us to
do before they simplified it. When
I had gone through the wringer
of that first week, I realized that
doing that week after week would
leave me with very little free time
to do anything fun and music

See page 12

What do we do with bad guys?
munities are safer when the people breaking the law are locked
away, is very prevalent in today’s
prison systems. Prisons have been
seen as a twofold cure, acting both
as a deterrence to those who wish
to break the law and as a place
of reform, which helped to create the term “correctional facility.”
But just how helpful are they? The
majority of people who enter the
prison system are not high school
graduates, and after fulfilling their
time in prison, why would the
people in charge of these prisons
be surprised when their inmates
find themselves right back where
they started? I personally have
a problem with prisons and my
problem is this: the negative connotations surrounding prisons
do help deter people from making some bad decisions, but they
also keep those inside who are
reaching out for help from having real opportunities to better
themselves. If a person grows up
in a broken family, in a neighborhood full of problems, in any place
where they feel unsafe because of
those in charge or feel like they
cannot turn to those in charge
for help, they will feel powerless
to stop the evil things happening
around them. Powerless and desperate people will do whatever
they think will cause change in

order to break this system. That
usually involves breaking the
law. But can a desperate, powerless person explain all this to the
people in charge if there is no
trust? If someone working within
a prison truly believes the people
they keep from society are of a
lower worth than them, that these
people had their chance but they
blew it and now they must suffer,
then they will never truly listen
to anything these people would
try to say. The problem I have
with our prison system is that
it focuses too much on its job
security. Prisons never let their
inmates truly escape their clutches. If someone who never passed
eighth grade is incarcerated, and
then during that time given nothing to learn, nothing to help them
find a way to attack the problem in
society that caused their defiance,
why wouldn’t they soon return?
People in prison are given a reputation that will haunt them for
the rest of their lives. Every job
application means a background
check, and the jobs available to
people fresh out of prison are not
known for their educational drive.
They are forced to live in a limited world because of their previous bad decisions, and if they are
unable to break that chain, why
would they not feel powerless and

desperate? How can our society
continue to say that we are in a
time of great intellectual advancement and sociological progress if
we still label people as “bad,” if
we still lock away those deemed
“dangerous,” and then do nothing
to help them? When people start
breaking the law, that is a sign of
a bigger problem that needs to be
addressed.
I may be overlooking some
facts, I may be generalizing some
statements, and I may be romanticizing the ideals of some inmates,
but I have personal experience
with loved ones being taken to
prison. I know their struggles
years after incarceration to find
good jobs, to get approved for
loans, to find help. My personal experience when visiting my
loved ones in prison was such
overwhelming sadness, not only
because of the failure within my
family, but also because of the
lack of opportunity those I visited
felt when they thought about their
futures. My family had, and still
has, shame and embarrassment
regarding my family members
who were in jail and I see that as
just one more reason they did not
get out of the cycle of returning
again and again. When someone
feels powerless and desperate,
that means they have no one to

ask for help, no support network,
no family. A person without their
family is scared and lonely and
afraid to return to their loved ones
because of the shame, which then
starts the cycle of incarceration all
over again. When I visited my family members, they told me they
did not think of their futures the
same way they did before prison
because now everything would
be tinged by these bad decisions
they made. It felt hopeless to try
and create a life for themselves
like they had imagined when they
were younger.
If you dislike the fact that the
Unites States puts millions of dollars every year into prisons, into
health care for these people, into
clothes and food for them, then
you should help create an environment in which people do not feel
powerless and desperate against
those in power. Do you want your
tax money to go towards feeding some child molester? If not,
then maybe you should think of
how that person came to do the
things they did, how they felt and
more importantly, how we can
help those being released from
prison not find themselves right
back in it.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them.
All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial,
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using
the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Dan Meyer

There are too many types of onions

For The Lawrentian
____________________________________

There are dozens of ways
to measure the collective
American appetite: the number
of McDonald’s per capita, the
percentage of food consumption
rooted in boredom rather than
hunger, even the average scent of
any given breeze and its similarity
to the stench of fried grease and
smoked meat. But one of the best
methods of measurement is taking a cross section of food writing
and laying it out on the table like
a bone-in ham on Christmas Day.
It is hard not to notice the evergrowing genre, spanning everything from scientific cookbooks
and joyful recollections of childhood dishes to long-form essays
using culinary language to mask
more serious subject matter. Each
meal brings with it another dissertation offering thoughtful insights
into the food industry or heartfelt
devotions to a field consistently underrated as a basic service
industry. Food writing, it seems,
is where we direct our romantic
impulses when we are too uncomfortable expressing them toward
another person.
I have no interest in waxing
poetic about food.
I am no food connoisseur, nor
am I someone completely ignorant of cuisine and its sillier elements. I know tidbits, anecdotes
and stilted aphorisms. I know just

enough to have stupid opinions on
food and a willingness to defend
them to the death.
I have so many irrationally
strong opinions on food, dear
reader. You might want to strap in.
There are a lot of ways this sort
of article could be framed to justify its writing. Maybe strong, bad
opinions can serve as a reminder
of all the good things there are to
be found in food, of the small joys
of taste and nuance. Maybe a particularly annoying take on the best
brand of ketchup, for example, can
inspire you to relish every aspect
of a meal.
I am not writing in the interest of improving nutritional discourse. I am writing to air my
noxious opinions on food because
I enjoy arguing about the little
things and, for the briefest
moment, pretending that these
sorts of bull-headed arguments
are absent on a larger scale where
the stakes and implications are
much more serious. Demanding
that restaurants offer holiday
dishes so I can get that sweet
80% discount after the holiday
passes offers a short respite from
whatever nonsense Sean Hannity
is spouting. The largest implications of this sort of food-centric
argument are damaging the reputations of bananas, steak, onions,
etc.
Speaking of which, I have some
thoughts on our friend, the onion.
Have any of you noticed the

sheer number of onion varieties clogging the produce section
of grocery stores today? I am
no onion dunce, but until a few
weeks ago I thought there were
just two kinds of onion: white and
red. An easy dichotomy, like Team
Edward and Team Jacob or people
named Daniel and the people who
thought the “Damn Daniel” vine
was funny. Since then, however,
my world has been thrown into
disarray by the revelation of other
onion varieties. If you come from
a similar vacuum of onion knowledge, you would be surprised to
learn that red and white onions
are just the tip of the iceberg:
yellow onions, Cipollini onions,
sweet onions, shallots (whose
fraudulence has driven them to
remove “onion” from their name,
those slippery little liars), pearl
onions, scallions, spring onions,
and leeks.
My friends, this is a shameful
variety of onions. We are embarrassing ourselves.
Do you know why we have
never had the fortune of hosting alien visitors, of looking up
to the sky one morning and seeing the metallic sheen of a spaceship descending? It is because any
reasonable, intelligent species can
gaze upon our society and see not
nine, not eleven, but ten kinds of
onion in our gardens, our kitchens
and our store shelves. If I were an
alien looking down on this mess, I
would turn my ship right around

and come back in 800 years when
the human race will have learned
to get their affairs in order.
Did you have to google what
a shallot was? No? I did and I
felt embarrassed for having done
so. I rarely think of myself as an
arrogant person, but I will walk in
a Game of Thrones naked parade
before I allow myself to be embarrassed by an onion again.
Although I read up on this
onion abomination on various websites, I was particularly
outraged by an article from The
Spruce. The author of the article,
Danilo Alfaro, laments the fact that
leeks and shallots are underappreciated in the United States. He
fails to mention that this underappreciation is wholly deserved.
This is a great opportunity for us
to get our act together and cut
them out entirely. These straggler
onions are the boyfriend that has
denied us the respect we deserve.
They are the long-distance friend
that pokes you on Facebook without ever talking to you. They are
That Family Member, located in
the distant branches of the family
tree, always making weird posts
on social media and sending you
emails with Minion memes. It is
time to cut them out of our lives,
America.
Sweet onions? Green onions?
Spring onions? Hey, Onion Nerds,
have you ever heard of sugar? Have
you realized that green onions are
just onion veal? Are you confident

that spring onions are real and
not a silly type of onion I invented
to demonstrate the frivolity of the
ingredient? These onions are the
height of gluttony. If there is a
God, they surely look down upon
our wasteland of onion excess and
weep with shame.
I am willing to admit fault
when it comes to the yellow onion.
As the most common onion in the
United States’ annual output, the
yellow onion is an apt replacement for the white onion and I
take no issue with it. I do, however,
take issue with the way the Alfaro
describes it: “the workhorse, the
staple, the everyday brown beauty.” I can tell you with absolute
certainty that none of these words
can ever be used to describe an
onion. Elsewhere in the article,
he refers to onions as “a culinary
luxury” and “humble.” Onions are
a luxury in that they are food and
we have access to them at nearly any given moment. But, dear
reader, onions are and never will
be humble. Onions are the most
arrogant, insufferable ingredient
of all, because they know they
have us wrapped around their
weird, papery onion fingers. It is
time we brought respectability
back into the kitchen. It is time to
cut out any onion that is not red or
yellow. Free yourselves from the
burden of onion indecision and
never look back.

Libraries and shared access programs: investments in people
Nero Gallagher

For The Lawrentian
____________________________________

Whether you are for taxes
or not, everyone can agree that
libraries are great (except silverfish, which would prefer the books
to be stored in their digestive systems instead). Public libraries,
research libraries, school libraries, you name it. Not only do they
provide more books than you will
read in your lifetime, they also
have great atmospheres for readers to lose themselves in, along
with other resources. As Arthur
(the famous PBS Kids cartoon
character) once said, “Having
fun isn’t hard when you’ve got a
library card.” Today, I will be discussing two libraries in particular:
the Seeley G. Mudd Library and
the Appleton Public Library. I will
also cover a concept essential to
libraries: shared access.
The Mudd Library has numerous services available to students,
a handful of which I will cover here.
Obviously, the Mudd is a great
studying area for Lawrentians,
with more or less four floors to
choose from, each of which is
quieter than the last, the higher
you go. However, there is more to
the Mudd than meets the eye. On
the first floor, students can access
The Makerspace — a place for
creative and technical endeavors

(e.g. sewing, soldering, 3D printing, etc.) — a large movie collection and the Milwaukee-Downer
Room. The second floor offers the
Information Technology Center, a
computer lab and a group-study
room. There is more to be found
in the Mudd (e.g. an art gallery)
and I encourage students to take
some time out of their busy days
to explore its facilities on their
own. For more information, you
can also read “The Mudd and Me”
on the Lawrentian website.
At the Appleton Public Library
(APL), Lawrentians can sign up for
a library card with their Student
ID. It is only a mile-long walk
from Warch, at 100 N. Appleton St,
Appleton, WI 54911. I, myself, do
not have the time to look through
their collection, being bogged
down with homework and all, but
their online services alone are
fantastic. Most are digital libraries containing vast collections for
library card holders to browse,
but also include movies, audiobooks, comics, TV shows and
music, too. There is even an indie
movie streaming service available.
Furthermore, there are language
and instrument learning apps, as
well as a collection of royalty-free
music for media production.
These resources are enough to
make anyone dizzy with all the
possibilities of what you can do.
Many Lawrentians are probably

too busy to make their way to
the public library every time they
want to access one of its resources, so it is paramount that the APL
recognizes the need to transition
to the internet. For that, I give
them 5 stars. The building itself is
a great place to read a good book
and is a nice part of Appleton
for Lawrentians to immerse themselves in. Community members
can attend events each week and
enjoy the indoor garden whenever they want. The library will
always be there for Lawrentians
to appreciate. All-in-all, I would
say the APL is a good use of taxpayer’s money.
Libraries have existed for
centuries in the US, and yet they
are an outlier in our increasingly
capitalist and privatized society. It is perhaps axiomatic to
observe that public libraries are
only allowed to exist our social
system because of the long-held
belief that knowledge is common
to all and should be shared with
the public. Libraries are one of
the only cases of the concept of
“shared access” in the US, however, wherein resources are shared
amongst the public, to be used
when needed. In a world of copyright laws, “intellectual property”
and consumerism, shared access
is foreign to many. Take, for example, Lawrence’s own Film Studies
(FIST) program.

By mere enrollment in a FIST
class, students can borrow film
equipment; essentially, it is a system analogous to libraries. This
service enables students to create films, short videos and more
while bypassing the heavy costs
of the film equipment. This is the
beauty of shared access programs,
because they centralize and allocate resources to people who
would otherwise be unable to
afford them. Furthermore, they’re
better for the environment.
Normally a person purchases film
equipment for their individual
use; this behavior is replicated by
all the other people who need to
create films. With shared access,
though, a smaller quantity of that
equipment is bought and shared
between people, conserving our
planet’s finite resources. If this
system of shared access were
applied more widely, perhaps on
the level of public libraries, the
potential for creative work could
increase drastically.
The application of shared
access programs serves to change
the way our society operates.
For instance, many American
households unnecessarily have
one car for each resident. With a
shared access system available,
and given the upcoming advent of
self-driving cars, however, people
could request a car, presumably
on a phone app, and be driven to

their destination. Cars would be
stored at a local parking garage
and would return to the nearest storage unit once their task
is accomplished, waiting for the
next pedestrian in need of their
services. Personally, I am a fan of
investing in public transportation
until it meets standards similar to
those in Japan, but shared access
to cars is a good alternative to
what we have now. There would
be far fewer cars in the marketplace than there are today and
emissions would be cut down significantly — especially if shared
access to cars was extended to
carpooling.
In addition to libraries, shared
access has the potential to cut
down on wasteful consumption
of our planet’s resources and to
enable people of lower-class status to live a more fulfilling life.
It also facilitates social progress
and innovation because a greater input in ideas and creativity
pushes society forward. Ideally,
we wouldn’t live in a social system
wherein money would be moot.
However, for those who oppose
shared access and the increase
in taxes it would inevitably bring,
collective sharing would enable
lower-class citizens to contribute
to society in ways greater than
subjecting them to low standards
of living and meaningless jobs.
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Not your parents’ Russia
continued from page 7

Russia as a fool’s errand before
making several offensive remarks
about Russian culture.
All of this is couched in the
excuse that the author does not
mean to “insult individual Russians
… who have given us arguably the
greatest literature in human history, vodka, jokes and excellent hockey players.” This is a laughable justification for a disturbing attitude
that only acknowledges Russian
contributions to our own comfort.
Such an attitude is extremely disrespectful and does not acknowledge
our shared humanity, nor should
it be acceptable in Lawrence’s academic environment.
It seems hard to believe in
the current political environment,
but Russian-American cooperation
actually is possible; in fact, you
don’t have to look much farther
than Appleton to see it. Until surprisingly recently, The Fox Cities
maintained a vibrant sister city
relationship with Kurgan, a city in
the trans-Ural region of southern
Russia. For 23 years between 1990

and 2013 the relationship saw well
over 500 exchange participants
traveling between the cities.
Thanks to the friendships
developed between community
leaders, the program had some
extraordinarily meaningful results.
The program helped build medical
facilities, initiated a domestic violence initiative, and participated
in a project to eliminate a massive
stockpile of chemical weapons just
outside Kurgan. In 2003 Mikhail
Gorbachev came to Appleton and
spoke in the Performing Arts
Center as a part of a major conference on global security and denuclearization. Yes, that Gorbachev
was here! Sadly, this bridge has
since disappeared, but it and
countless other examples of cooperation between citizens should
serve as an example and standard
for the rest of us to live up to.
All of this talk of cooperation may come off as incredibly
naïve, but it does not mean that
we should consciously choose to
avoid cooperation in any capacity.

It definitely seems better than the
alternatives, anyway.
This is why studying abroad
matters, because in order to cut
through all of the noise, you have
to actually find a way to experience
a culture. Russia is complicated,
and what we see in the media will
not always reflect people outside
of our country. While abroad, I discovered that the same thing is true
in the other direction. I was initially pretty offended when my host
mom berated me for forgetting to
wear slippers inside and accused
all Americans of being rude and
dirty, but I eventually realized that
I held many of my own preconceived ideas about this seemingly
harsh woman.
One day I learned that the loud
radio station she pumped into the
kitchen every morning was actually one of the last independent
news sources in Russia; when I
asked her why she did not watch
the television at all, she responded
that “it’s all crap and I don’t trust
any of it.” This shocked me and
led me to completely re-evaluate
what I had come to expect from
Russians of her generation.
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would become all that I ever did.
It would have slowly made music
into a chore, something that I did
because I was crawling towards a
degree.
Life needs a balance, and
while there are definitely people who have gone through that
schedule and were completely
happy, I also think that people
need and deserve a life outside of
music. It would also help students
in the Conservatory to better
integrate into the college. There
was no room in my schedule to
feel up to socializing and mixing,

especially not as an introvert. The
process felt very lonely. At the
end of the day, some people are
cut out for that level of work and
some are just not, but I also think
that the level of commitment is
detrimental to the people who go
through it and it excludes people
from the space. A compromise
needs to happen for the health of
the students because they deserve
to be rested, even at the expense
of some of the work.

I tried not to make this political, but it seems like you cannot
say much these days and avoid
it for long, so I will just say this:
America’s intelligence community agrees that the Russian government attacked us by trying to
undermine our election process
through misinformation and planting of “fake news.” Is this a travesty? Definitely. But what have we
done about this so far? Who has
held Russia accountable for these
misdeeds in a way that can modify
this type of behavior beyond the
current spiraling relations?
So far, accountability has come
from neither political party, both
of which seem more pre-occupied with finger pointing, grandstanding, and Russian hysteria.
Meanwhile, Russia does present
a very real security threat that
needs to be addressed. However, I
think that many of us — including
politicians from both major political parties — are still imagining
Russia as a Cold War villain reincarnated. This presents an easy
target that leans back on outdated
understandings of Russia inherited from our parents. We can do

better than spouting these same
lines. Right now the Russian state
is certainly not our friend, but this
should not be an excuse to alienate Russian culture and reduce its
merit to jokes and hockey.
The Lawrence bubble exists for
many good reasons, but it is our
responsibility to find ways to push
ourselves beyond the comforts and
restrictions of campus. The same
thing also applies to the United
States, which itself constitutes a
very large bubble that shields our
vision of the outside world. The
chance to spend a semester abroad
is an eye-opening experience and
one that students would be wise
not to miss. The minute you step
outside of this bubble you become
empowered. Venturing outside of
our comfortable borders is a risk,
but one that pays off in a wealth of
unique experiences and memories.
It is time to get to know the
world outside of the bubble.
This project made possible, in
part, by the Schwartzburg Fund for
Study Abroad.

